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1. Product Introduction of Geometric Metal Candle 

Holders 

1) Metal Candle Holder: Geometric metal rose gold candle holder, beautiful, suitable for 
decoration, stable structure to ensure effective anti-tilting and anti-skid when using 
candles, Removable glass cover enhances the versatility of the product 

2)Design: The candle holder has a plate that can hold all the melted wax in the candle 
and avoid wax overflow. The glass cover can not only improve the elegance of the 
candle, but also effectively reduce the influence of wind on the candle 

3)Decoration: Beautiful metal candle holders can improve the sense of decoration and 
provide wonderful decorations for families, festivals, parties, weddings, etc., especially 
the upcoming Christmas 

4) gift: Give this elegant and beautiful candlestick to your family, friends, and people you 
love 

2. Product Parameter (Specification) of Geometric Metal 

Candle Holders 

name Geometric Metal Candle Holders 

Material Iron+glass 

Size 5.5*5.5*6.3 inch, can custom size 

design Can OBM, or OEM / ODM custom . 

 

Geometric Metal Candle Holders 

Jinzhen Arts Co., Ltd is based on the concept that 

“product design must meet customer 

expectations”.Constantly providing exquisite 

design, exquisite craftsmanship, and competitive 

price, reliable products for consumers around the 

world! 

We believe in “win-win” situation. So QUALITY IS 

OUR CULTURE, It's benefit for us and everyone 

who want to do business with us. 

As a factory, our aim is to be Nicest quality - Nicest 

price - Right supplier! Welcome to buy geometric 

metal candle holders from us. 
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Color golden, silver，rose gold,. 

MOQ 600pcs 

usage for families, festivals, parties, weddings, Christmas , etc., 

Package Safe packaging 

Sample time Need 20 Working day 

Delivery time 30-50 Working day 

 

3. Product Feature and Application of Geometric Metal 

Candle Holders 

1. The perfect combination of metal and glass tube, not only has the windproof and bright 
effect of glass candle holders, but also has the shape of metal structure, which perfectly 
combines metal and glass. 

2. The safety of this candle holder is well guaranteed. The candle will have a temperature 
when it burns. If it is not hot, but with a metal shape, this problem can be avoided. 

3. This candle holder is very functional. It can be used as a candle holder, indoor 
decoration, and flower arrangement. It is also a good choice. 
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4. Product Details of Geometric Metal Candle Holders 

1) The accessories of the candle holder are simple, with a metal frame and a glass tube, 

2) The glass cylinder is movable and can be removed, so it is convenient to take out and 
put the candle in during use. 

3) The size of this candlestick can be customized, 

5. Deliver,Shipping And Serving of Geometric Metal 

Candle Holders 

Geometric Metal Candle Holders 
1. Brown paper box packaging, and the glass tube is safely packed with shockproof 
material; 

2. The outer box is five-layer corrugated cardboard without nails, which is safe and 
stable. 

3. Provide multiple channels of transportation, including aviation, railway, sea 
transportation, express transportation, etc. 

4. The trading methods we generally use are EXW, FOB, DDP, DDU, etc. 

 

6. FAQ 

1. Are you a manufacturer or trading company? 
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Shenzhen Jinzhen Technology Co., Ltd was established in 2010. is a metal craft 
manufactory, mainly producing different kinds of metal craft. 

2. Do you accept OEM or ODM orders? 
Yes, we can do. Sino Glory Arts Factory is a craft designer and manufacturer. We accept 
our craft with our own brand or your brand or other brands authorized by your company. 
We have 15 years experienced designers and sample workers who can make the 
custom-made craft too. 

3. Could you design the carft for me only? 
Yes, we are not only a manufacturer but also a designer. Please let me know your idea, 
target price, usage, quantity, and package, then we could design the product with the 
right material and structure to reach your need. Cause the structure , material, quantity, 
and package all can affect the price. Make your idea come true is our principle of design. 

4. What is your sample policy? 
You have to pay the sample charge firstly. After receiving your bank slip, we will start to 
arrange samples. At the same time, please inform us your company name, contact 
person, address, zip code, phone and any express company's account(DHL , FEDEX, 
UPS, TNT). Sample charge is refundable after your order. 

5. Can you offer certification of the product for our country? 
Please inform us the certification you request first. We will send it to you if we have now. 
If not, we will offer 1 set free sample for your test. 

6.What's your MOQ? 
MOQ: Not Limited.EOQ: Economy Order Quantity 300-500 PCS per design per color. 
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